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HUMAN RESOURCE EXECUTIVE MAGAZINE NAMES HTH WORLDWIDE’S mPASSPORT® ONE OF THE TOP
PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR
September 22, 2009 (Radnor, PA) – HTH Worldwide, a global health and safety services company, today
announced that its mPassport® mobile health information tool for global travelers, has been selected as
one of the top products of 2009 by Human Resource Executive magazine.
Each fall, the editors of Human Resource Executive choose the Human Resource (HR) products they
believe represent the very best of what vendors introduced to the market during the past 12 months.
The winners of the award have been deemed by the judging panel to deliver the most value to HR
professionals. Products are evaluated on innovation, value added to the HR function, and whether they
are intuitive for the user and deliver the results they promise.
mPassport is the first mobile application to provide on‐demand customer access to quality healthcare
anywhere in the world. Users can search a global database of thousands of carefully selected English
doctors and dentists, each individually profiled and mapped in 180 countries. mPassport also features
other helpful medical tools for travel abroad:
•

Personalized Health and Security Alerts published daily via SMS text messaging and email. The
alerts highlight breaking news about risks that arise along the traveler’s personal itinerary.

•

Searchable Hospitals, Clinics and Pharmacies profiles for thousands of notable facilities around
the world. Many are contracted directly with HTH.
o Emergency Room Hospitals – selected hospitals have 24/7 emergency rooms.
o Urgent Care (Walk‐In) Clinics – urgent care/walk‐in clinics associated with notable
hospitals worldwide.
o Notable Local Pharmacies – important information on over 500 selected pharmacies in
126 countries.

•

Medication Translation covers over 400 brand‐name drugs in the 24 most‐visited countries and
yields the country‐specific brand names under which common prescription and over‐the‐
counter medications are sold.

•

Medical Term/Condition Translation captures idiomatic healthcare terms ("hay fever," "CAT
scan") and critical healthcare phrases ("When can I travel?") in ten languages.

"We are honored to be recognized by the editors of Human Resource Executive for our innovation in the
field of HR technology," said Rob Howard, HTH Worldwide’s Director of Corporate Sales. “All of the
mPassport databases and functionality were developed for the global traveler and with the HR executive
in mind. mPassport gives users 24/7 access to healthcare they can trust.”

“Human Resource Executive® magazine has been evaluating HR products and conducting this
competition for 21 years," explained David Shadovitz, editor of Human Resource Executive. “mPassport
takes access to global health to the next level, and creates peace of mind for both employees and HR
executives. We're pleased to honor mPassport as a Top HR Product of the Year for its innovation and the
resulting value it provides to today's human resources professionals," added Shadovitz.
mPassport can be purchased online at www.mPassport.com. Pricing is subscription‐based, and costs
$9.95 for 30 days, $15.95 for 60 days, and $49.95 for a year.
HTH Worldwide will be honored at an awards luncheon held at 12:15 p.m. on September 30 at the HR
Technology Conference and Expo at McCormick Place in Chicago, Ill. For more information about the
event, please visit www.hrtechnologyconference.com. HTH Worldwide will be exhibiting at the event in
booth #844.
About HTH Worldwide
HTH Worldwide provides health insurance plans and global medical assistance services for business and
leisure travelers as well as students abroad. HTH programs are distinguished by a contracted community
of over 6,000 hospitals and doctors in 180 countries. HTH combines its health and safety research,
advanced Internet and mobile applications, and extensive experience in designing and delivering
international health insurance plans to ensure customers’ health, safety and peace of mind. HTH was
recently named one of North America’s fastest growing companies in Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500.
For more information, visit www.hthworldwide.com.
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